We study the finite-temperature scrambling behavior of a quantum system described by a Hamiltonian chosen from a random matrix ensemble. This effectively (0+1)-dimensional model admits an exact calculation of various ensemble-averaged out-of-time-ordered correlation functions in the large-N limit, where N is the Hilbert space dimension. For a Hamiltonian drawn from the Gaussian unitary ensemble, we calculate the ensemble averaged OTOC at all temperatures. In addition to an early time quadratic growth of the averaged out-of-time-ordered commutator (OTOC), we determine that the OTOC saturates to its asymptotic value as a power-law in time, with an exponent that depends both on temperature, and on one of four classes of operators appearing in the correlation function, that naturally emerge from this calculation. Out-of-time-ordered correlation functions of operators that are distributed around the thermal circle take a time ts ∼ β to decay at low temperatures. We generalize these exact results, by demonstrating that out-of-time-ordered correlation functions averaged over any ensemble of Hamiltonians that are invariant under unitary conjugation H → U H U † , exhibit power-law decay to an asymptotic value. We argue that this late-time behavior is a generic feature of unitary dynamics with energy conservation. Finally, by comparing the OTOC with a commutator-anticommutator correlation function, we examine whether there is a time window over which a typical Hamiltonian behaves as a "coherent scrambler" in the language of Ref. [55, 56] .
The propagation of quantum information, and the thermalization of local observables in a quantum manybody system undergoing unitary evolution have been subjects of much recent interest. Certain universal dynamical properties of quantum information spreading have been understood, such as the presence of "speed limits" for information propagation [1] , and scaling forms for the growth of the von Neumann entanglement entropy [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , which govern the approach to thermalization.
Unitary evolution also gives rise to an effectively irreversible process of information scrambling, in which initially locally accessible quantum information becomes practically irretrievable. Scrambling may be quantified by out-of-time-ordered correlation functions, such as the out-of-time-ordered commutator (OTOC)
which measures the "spreading" of the operator V (t) = U(t)V (0) U(t) † under Heisenberg evolution. While outof-time-ordered correlations were introduced to study quasi-classical approximations to superconductivity [11] , they have recently been used as a diagnostic for quantum chaos [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The exact form of certain out-of-timeordered correlations has also been studied in random quantum circuits [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and these correlations have been used to characterize slow dynamics in the presence of disorder and in the many-body localized phase [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Experiments studying out-of-time-ordered correlations [42] [43] [44] have been conducted [45] [46] [47] .
Significant progress in understanding information scrambling has been made by investigating out-of-timeordered correlations in (0+1)-dimensional systems, such as the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [48, 49] , a model of 2 N real (Majorana) fermions with all-to-all, random four-fermion interactions. The SYK model develops an approximate conformal symmetry at low energies [50] , and exhibits chaotic behavior, with the OTOC growing exponentially C β (t) ∼ N −1 exp [λ L t], with a Lyapunov exponent λ L = 2π/β that saturates a known bound [15] . These observations have motivated the conjecture that the SYK model admits a dual gravitational description.
Motivated by studies of scrambling in the SYK model, we study the behavior of out-of-time-ordered correlation functions at finite temperature, in a system described by a Hamiltonian chosen from a random matrix ensemble. Such a Hamiltonian will be highly non-local, and it is instructive to compare scrambling in this effectively (0+1)-dimensional system, with the SYK model and with other chaotic quantum systems. We present exact calculations of ensemble-averaged out-of-time-ordered correlation functions, and argue that certain features of the OTOC within a late-time window are universal for unitary dynamics with energy conservation. We note that unlike the SYK model, which allows for all-to-all q-fermion couplings (typically q = 4), with q held fixed as the number of degrees of freedom becomes large, a typical random Hamiltonian will admit arbitrarily longranged interactions.
We first consider Hamiltonians drawn from the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE), and present an exact calculation of the ensemble-averaged OTOC at any temperature, in the large-N limit, where N is the dimension of the Hilbert space of the system. From our calculation, we identify a regime between the relaxation time of typical observables, and a scrambling time, where the OTOC grows quadratically C β (t) ∼ J 2 t 2 , at any temperature. The OTOC saturates to its asymptotic value as a powerlaw, with an exponent that both depends on temperature and on one of four classes of operators appearing in the correlation function, that naturally emerge from this exact calculation. While the OTOC reaches an O(1) value at a "scrambling time" t s ∼ 1/J, out-of-time-ordered correlation functions that are distributed on the thermal circle exhibit power-law decay over a time t s ∼ β at low temperatures. We note that a previous calculation of the out-of-time-ordered correlation function for a GUE Hamiltonian -but restricted to infinite temperature, and to a particular choice of operators V , W -was shown in Ref. [51] . In our calculation, we obtain the analytic expressions for the full time dependence of various outof-time-ordered correlation functions at all temperatures in a large-N limit, which reveals several interesting features -such as the late-time dependence of the OTOC on the choice of operators -that we discuss at length.
We generalize our exact results by demonstrating that the OTOC, when averaged over any ensemble of Hamiltonians that is invariant under unitary conjugation H → U H U † , will (i) saturate as a power law with an exponent that is bounded from below by a function of the density of states and (ii) scramble over a time t s ∼ O(1/J), where J is of the order of the width of the eigenvalue spectrum of the Hamiltonian. Therefore, a typical Hamiltonian from this ensemble will scramble much faster than a chaotic quantum system. We note that the U (N ) symmetry in this ensemble of Hamiltonians -with N , the dimension of the Hilbert space -contrasts with the small symmetry group for a typical quantum many-body system. Nevertheless, we argue that the power-law saturation of outof-time-ordered correlation functions at sufficiently late times -longer than the scrambling time, but shorter than the inverse level spacing -is a generic feature of unitary dynamics with energy conservation.
We conclude by defining a criterion for "coherent scrambling", as originally introduced in Ref. [55, 56] . A quantum many-body system exhibits a coherent scrambling regime, if certain out-of-time-ordered correlation functions can be regarded as matrix elements of a unitary scattering matrix. This perspective is motivated by holographic calculations, in which certain out-of-time-ordered correlation functions may be regarded as time-ordered correlations in a "bulk" description of the system of interest. We define a scattering matrix with this property and show that unitarity requires that the commutator/anticommutator correlation function
satisfies |D β (t)| C β (t), for times that are longer than the relaxation time of the system (t r ), when time-ordered correlation functions have decayed to their asymptotic values. For a random GUE Hamiltonian, this condition is satisfied by the ensemble-averaged correlation functions at low temperatures, and over times t t s , but this condition is satisfied over a much longer interval by the SYK model at low temperatures.
We also derive a stronger condition for coherent scrambling, that unitarity of the scattering matrix requires that there is some choice of operators V and W , for which
We emphasize that this condition may not necessarily be satisfied for an arbitrary choice of operators V , W . We define the coherent scrambling time t c as the timescale when this condition is satisfied, and show that for a GUE Hamiltonian, t c is of the same order as the scrambling time of the system, at low temperatures. The condition (3) seems to be violated by simple out-of-timeordered correlation functions of Majorana fermions in SYK model. In an independent forthcoming work, the entanglement features of the time-evolution operator for a random Hamiltonian have been evaluated using similar techniques [57] .
I. FINITE TEMPERATURE SCRAMBLING OF A GUE HAMILTONIAN
We begin by presenting the exact results of our finite temperature calculation of the out-of-time-ordered commutator for a Hamiltonian draw from the Gaussian unitary ensemble. Let H be an N × N Hermitian Hamiltonian drawn from this ensemble, which is completely specified by the following moments
Here, the line · · · denotes an ensemble average. To diagnose scrambling, we compute the ensemble-averaged out-of-time-ordered commutator C β (t), as defined in (1), where · · · β indicates a thermal average with respect to the Hamiltonian, at temperature T = β −1 . The timeevolved operator V (t) is given by Heisenberg evolution
A. Out-of-Time-Ordered Correlation Functions in the Large-N Limit
For simplicity, we take V and W to be traceless Hermitian operators, that initially commute [V (0), W (0)] = 0. In the Supplemental Material [59], we calculate the outof-time-ordered commutator, after averaging over the Gaussian ensemble for H. We find that to leading order in the large-N limit (N → ∞), that 
where I 1 (z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, and the traces are taken over all states in the Ndimensional Hilbert space. Here, the function
, which describes the probability distribution of a single eigenvalue of a Hamiltonian drawn from the Gaussian unitary ensemble with unit variance. We note that fluctuations of C β (t) about its mean value are strictly zero in the large-N limit, i.e.
. Therefore, our results are valid for a typical, random Hamiltonian in the thermodynamic limit.
The above expression reveals that the ensembleaveraged out-of-time-ordered commutator behaves distinctly, depending on whether 1. V (0) and W (0) are disjoint (non-overlapping) .
2. V (0) and W (0) have overlapping support.
Within the second class of overlapping operators, the behavior of out-of-time-ordered quantities is further distinguished into three types, depending on whether the various traces of V and W appearing in (5) vanish. A summary of the leading early-and late-time behavior of the out-of-time-ordered commutator, at both low and high temperatures, and for the different classes of operators are presented in Table I . Representative examples of operators in the different classes are also indicated.
As shown in Table I , the out-of-time-ordered commutator grows quadratically in time, at early times and at any temperature, and for any choice of initially commuting operators, traceless operators V (0) and W (0). At long times the out-of-time-ordered commutator saturates to a value lim t→∞ C β (t) = N −2 Tr(V 2 ) Tr(W 2 ) as a powerlaw, as indicated in Table I , which depends sensitively on the choices of operators, and on the temperature. We note that since we are working in the large-N limit, the indicated power-law decay to saturation in Table I is valid for long times that are shorter than the inverse level spacing, i.e. 1 Jt N . From (5), we may extract a scrambling time, by observing that C β (t) exactly reaches its asymptotic value when I 1 (2iJt) = 0. This condition is first satisfied at a time t 0 ≈ 1.916/J, and this provides an upper bound on the scrambling time at any temperature. We note that the scrambling time, as extracted from the saturation of the OTOC, is very different from the scrambling time extracted from the decay of the correlation function
where ρ ≡ e −βH / Tr(e −βH ) is the thermal density matrix. Operators in this correlation function are evenly distributed on the thermal circle. Analyticity of this correlation function has been used to derive bounds on the Lyapunov exponent for chaotic quantum systems [15] .
For V and W , chosen to be initially disjoint, traceless operators, we observe that the ensemble-averaged correlation function (6) is given by (7) so that at low temperatures and sufficiently long times
From this, we would conclude that the scrambling time
at low temperatures. We note that power-law decay of the correlation function (6), at sufficiently long times that are shorter than the inverse level spacing, has been observed for the SYK model [53] , with the same exponent as in Eq. (8). We conclude this section by observing that the expression for the out-of-time-ordered commutator (5) dramatically simplifies in two particular cases. First, if the operators initially have disjoint support, then we find that
Alternatively, if the operators initially overlap, and satisfy V W = 0, then
In the latter case, the out-of-time-ordered commutator has no temperature dependence to leading order in the large-N limit. An example is given by taking
s , where Z r is a Pauli Z operator at site r, while P (±) r ≡ (1 ± Z r )/2 is a projector onto Z r = ±1. While these operators commute and are each traceless, their product vanishes since P (+)
B. Comparison with a Chaotic Quantum System
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the ensemble-averaged OTOC with the behavior of the same quantity in a "chaotic" quantum system with N degrees of freedom, in which the OTOC exhibits exponential growth in a parametrically large window of time
As indicated, this functional form is valid at times much larger than the relaxation time of the system
which defines the timescale over which time-ordered correlation functions decay to their asymptotic values. Furthermore, t is much smaller than the scrambling time
at which the OTOC reaches an O(1) value. The parameter κ is the dimensionless Lyapunov exponent, which is known to satisfy the bound 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 [15] . In the SYK model of 2 N Majorana fermions with all-to-all fourfermion interactions, for example, the OTOC takes the form (11), with the exponent κ → 1 as β → ∞.
We may draw two comparisons between a chaotic quantum system and the ensemble-averaged OTOC (5). First, we observe that a typical Hamiltonian scrambles much more quickly than a chaotic quantum system with the same number of degrees of freedom, temperatures, and typical energy scales. To draw this comparison, we fix N ∼ exp(N ), and require that the extensive energy scale J in our random matrix model is fixed as J ∼ J N , where J is the typical strength of a local interaction in the chaotic quantum system. In this case, at sufficiently low temperatures βJ N −1 , the regime β t (β/2πκ) log N over which C β (t) chaotic grows exponentially (11), corresponds to times that are much longer than the scrambling time of our model, t s ∼ 1/J, and in this regime, C β (t) ∼ O(1).
We observe that a typical Hamiltonian scrambles faster than a chaotic quantum system since the typical range of an interaction will be of order N , unlike systems with local interactions or all-to-all q-body interactions, for which q/ N → 0 as N → ∞, such as the SYK model. As we show in Sec. II, the "fast scrambling" property of our model is intrinsically linked to the invariance of our ensemble of Hamiltonians under unitary conjugation.
We may draw a second comparison with a chaotic quantum system by identifying the relaxation and scrambling times for observables in our model, and extracting the behavior of C β (t) in this intermediate regime. For traceless operators V and W , which are initially disjoint, we observe that the relaxation time is strictly zero in the large-N limit, since ensemble-averaged time-ordered correlation functions such as
immediately reach their asymptotic values. As a result, for these observables, there is a tunable separation between relaxation and scrambling times. In the large-N limit, the growth of C β (t) for disjoint operators in the window 0 t J −1 is given by
The quantity in parentheses is an O(1) constant for any value of βJ. For these observables, the early-time decay of the correlation function (6) is also quadratic, i.e.
when Jt 1. The quadratic time-dependence of outof-time-ordered quantities within this window between typical relaxation and scrambling times contrasts with the exponential growth of the OTOC in a chaotic system.
II. SCRAMBLING FROM SYMMETRY
While the calculations and results presented in the previous section are for Hamiltonians drawn from the Gaussian unitary ensemble in the large-N limit, certain features of the out-of-time-ordered commutator are universal, when averaging over an ensemble of Hamiltonians that are related by unitary transformations
where U is any N × N unitary matrix. Given any Hamiltonian, the ensemble (16) corresponds to a uniform distribution over all Hamiltonians with identical energy spectra. This symmetry transformation is explicitly manifest for the ensemble of Hamiltonians drawn from distributions of the form
, such as the Gaussian unitary ensemble.
In the the Supplemental Material [59], we demonstrate that any ensemble of Hamiltonians that is invariant under the transformation (16) exhibits a power-law decay of the out-of-time-ordered commutator to its asymptotic value at late times, in the large-N limit. Without loss of generality, we state our result for the case where the density of states ρ( ) is smooth, and non-zero only within a window of energies [−2J, 2J]; then, we show that the scrambling time t s ∼ J −1 (17) and that the OTOC decays to its asymptotic value as a power law that is at least as fast as
with ρ ( ) the derivative of the density of states. This bound is valid at any temperature, and for any choice of operators appearing in the OTOC, though the exact decay of the OTOC will depend on these parameters. As an example, for the Wigner semicircle distribution, there is a square-root singularity at the edge of the eigenvalue spectrum, so that ρ (2J − t −1 )/t 2 ∼ (Jt) −3/2 . If the derivative of the density of states is smooth, then (18) predicts that
with the exponent α ≥ 2, to leading order in 1/(Jt). More generally, if the density of states is not a smooth function, the above expressions are modified by replacing 2J in (17) and (18) with the difference in energy between the point at which the derivative of the density of states is most singular, and the center of the density of states. We believe that the power-law decay of the OTOC at times larger than the scrambling time, but smaller than the inverse level spacing (t s t N/J), is generic for any unitary evolution with energy conservation. Given a many-body Hamiltonian (H) with local interactions, a typical Hamiltonian drawn from the ensemble obtained by unitary conjugation (16) will be highly non-local, so that the early-time growth of the averaged OTOC will not resemble the growth of the OTOC for the Hamiltonian of interest. The scrambling time t s sets a scale over which the OTOC varies appreciably, and effectively encodes the locality of H. From the expressions derived for the OTOC, we believe that at times of order the scrambling time, the locality of the Hamiltonian only enters through this timescale, so that the late-time behavior of the OTOC should be given by C β (∞) − C β (t) ∼ (t s /t) α , with α ≥ 2, from Eq. (18). Indeed, power-law decay of this form has been seen in a range of systems including the SYK model [52, 53] , and in the many-body localized phase [37] , though in the latter case, the numerically observed behavior appears to violate the condition α ≥ 2.
We conclude by reviewing the argument in the Supplemental Material [59] , that leads to the conditions (17) and (18) . Our reasoning proceeds by observing that the ensemble-averaged OTOC may be calculated by first performing the unitary transformation H → U H U † , and averaging over the choice of random unitary matrix U. By studying the structure of the unitary average, we show that the decay of the out-of-time-ordered commutator to its asymptotic value is set by a power-law that depends on the singular structure of the density of states. We further verify our argument by calculating the OTOC for the non-Gaussian random matrix ensemble, defined by the probability distribution
in the Supplemental Material [59] . For this ensemble, the exact eigenvalue distribution is known in the large-N limit [54] , and the distribution is non-zero over an interval of width ∼ O(g −1/4 ), when g 1. We verify from the exact calculation that the scrambling time indeed grows as t s ∼ g 1/4 and that the power-law approach of the outof-time ordered correlator to its asymptotic value satisfies the bound (18).
III. COHERENT SCRAMBLING
The growth of out-of-time ordered correlation functions describes the spreading of local perturbations under Heisenberg evolution, and the delocalization of quantum information. For systems with a holographic dual, certain out-of-time ordered correlation functions can be recast as time-ordered correlations in the appropriate "bulk" description. This suggests that in a generic manybody system, the growth of out-of-time-ordered correlations can probe the presence of a dual description of the system of interest, if the out-of-time-ordered correlation function is viewed as the matrix element of an appropriately defined scattering matrix.
A scattering matrix with certain matrix elements corresponding to out-of-time-ordered correlation functions was introduced in Ref. [55, 56] , and the unitarity of this scattering matrix over a parametrically large window of time -termed "coherent scrambling" -appears to be a feature of maximally chaotic quantum systems [55] . In the formulation of Ref. [55, 56] , however, the scattering matrix defines an "embedding" of the Hilbert space of the system of interest into the Hilbert space of an auxiliary quantum system, chosen such that certain time-ordered correlation functions are approximately the same between the two.
In this section, we take a brief detour from our previous discussion to present a formulation of the ideas presented in Ref. [55, 56] , by defining a scattering matrix that makes no reference to such an embedding in an auxiliary quantum system, which permits us to define "coherent scrambling" for an arbitrary quantum many-body system. Demanding that this scattering matrix is unitary naturally leads to the condition on certain out-of-timeordered correlation functions, as shown in Eq. (25) . We note that the essential ideas presented here are found in Ref. [55, 56] . We then demonstrate that this condition is satisfied by the out-of-time-ordered correlation functions computed for our random matrix problem over a small window of time when Jt 1. We note that the conditions derived here are necessary, but not sufficient, for the scattering matrix to be unitary.
A. Defining Coherent Scrambling in a Generic
Many-Body System
We begin by defining "coherent scrambling" for a generic quantum many-body system. Consider a Hamiltonian H for our system of interest, and let V and W be Hermitian operators that initially commute. We assume, for the entirety of our discussion, that there is a tunable separation between relaxation (t r ) and scrambling times (t s ), and that we are probing the behavior of our system in this window t r t t s . We now define the state
with V (t) = e −iHt V (0)e iHt , and with |m , an eigenstate of H with energy E m . That is, |W (0)V (t) is the state defined by acting with the indicated operators on one copy of the thermofield double state of the system. The factors Z ≡ Tr(e −βH ) and N V,W ≡ V (t)W (0) 2 V (t) β guarantee that the state is normalized W (0)V (t) | W (0)V (t) = 1.
We now define a scattering matrix S that acts within the Hilbert space of states of the form (21) , by the condition that its diagonal matrix elements are proportional to an out-of-time-ordered correlation function of the operators that define the state. Specifically,
We may rewrite the above condition in a more suggestive form. For notational convenience, we denote W (0)V (t)| S |W (0)V (t) simply as S , and write
where
β is the out-of-timeordered commutator, as defined in (1), while
with {· · · } denoting the anti-commutator. The matrix S ≈ 1 for times close to the relaxation time t → t r , when the out-of-time-ordered quantities C β and D β are small. In a chaotic quantum system, the deviation from unity will be suppressed by O(1/ N ). This is consistent with the fact that a scattering matrix should act as the identity at sufficiently early times. At times t t r , when time-ordered correlation functions have decayed to near their asymptotic values, we assume that
We note that C β (t) is real, and with the above assumption, D β (t) is purely imaginary when t t r . If we express the scattering matrix as S = exp (iε M), then when the out-of-time-ordered correlation functions |D β (t)|, C β (t) 1, we may expand the scattering matrix as S = 1 + iε M −(ε 2 /2) M 2 + · · · . If S is unitary, then M is Hermitian, and we are forced to identify
when |D β (t)|, C β (t) 1. This condition can only be satisfied at sufficiently low temperatures, since D β (t) is exactly zero for any system at infinite temperature.
A more precise condition for the unitarity of the scattering matrix may be derived, if we make the additional assumption that max V,W M ∼ O(|| M ||), i.e that for a particular choice of operators V and W , the expectation value M is of the same order as the operator norm of M; this is a reasonable assumption, since V and W can be arbitrary Hermitian operators. With this, we observe that the unitarity of the scattering matrix at times when |D β (t)|, C β (t) 1 requires that for some choice of operators V and W ,
We define the coherent scrambling time t c as the timescale over which Eq. (26) is satisfied; this defines a time over which the S matrix becomes appreciably nonunitary. We note that the above condition need not be satisfied by the out-of-time-ordered correlation functions for an arbitrary choice of operators V and W . For the SYK model of 2 N Majorana fermions interacting via four-fermion interactions, and with typical interaction strength J , the behavior of these out-of-timeordered correlation functions for fermion operators 1 at low temperatures 1 β J N is given by [55, 58] (27) at times β t O(β log N ). As a result, the condition |D β (t)| C β (t) is satisfied throughout this window of time. However, the second condition (26) appears to be violated by out-of-time-ordered correlation functions of the Majorana fermions.
B. Coherent Scrambling for a GUE Hamiltonian
We now demonstrate that for a random, GUE Hamiltonian, the coherent scrambling condition (26) is satisfied over a short window of time, when t J −1 . First, for a GUE Hamiltonian, we determine that for traceless operators V and W that initially commute, the ensembleaveraged quantity D β (t) is given by the following expression in the large-N limit [59]:
As with the out-of-time-ordered commutator, we observe that D β (t) strictly vanishes at a time t = t 0 ≈ 1.916/J. To understand whether a random Hamiltonian satisfies our "coherent scrambling" condition, we note that for initially overlapping operators V and W , whose product vanishes, D β (t) is trivially zero in the large-N limit
For the three other classes of operators, D β (t) grows linearly at early times. Specifically, for disjoint, traceless operators V and W , for which there is a tunable separation between relaxation and scrambling times, we observe that in the large-N limit
1 The OTOC for fermion operators is defined as in Eq. (1), with the commutator replaced by the anti-commutator, while the definition of D β (t) is the same as in Eq. (23) . With this re-definition of the OTOC, our definition of the scattering matrix, and the condition for unitarity at early times presented in Eq. (26), are unchanged.
when 0 t J −1 . This immediately implies that the ensemble-averaged out-of-time-ordered correlation functions satisfy the condition (26) at low temperatures
and at times 0 t J −1 . In other words, at low temperatures, the coherent scrambling time -the regime where the above condition is satisfied -is of the same order as the scrambling time
The condition (26) does not appear to be satisfied by the the out-of-time-ordered correlation functions of the Majorana fermions in the SYK model at low temperatures, as can be seen from Eq. (27); we are unaware if this condition is satisfied by other operators in the theory. We outline the calculation of the ensemble-averaged out-of-time-ordered correlator
when the Hermitian operators V (0) and W (0) are disjoint (i.e. their support is non-overlapping), so that Tr(V W ) = N −1 Tr(V ) Tr(W ). We first calculate the above quantity when V and W are traceless. The generalization to operators with a non-zero trance is straightforward, and is presented at the end of this section.
We wish to perform an average over the Gaussian unitary ensemble for the Hamiltonian H, i.e. H is distributed according to
We note that this corresponds to setting J = 1 in the distribution quoted in the main text. We restore the dependence on J at the end of our calculation. In the large-N (N → ∞) limit, only noncrossing contractions of H contribute to leading order in N . This means, for example, that
. For a traceless operator O, we observe that in the large-N limit, H n OH m = H n O H m since all other terms that contract H across the operator O are proportional to its trace, and therefore vanish.As a consequence, we observe that in the large-N limit,
Using these properties, we now compute the averaged OTOC that appears in the expression for C β (t). First, from the fact that only non-crossing contractions contribute to the GUE average at leading order in N , we observe that the ensemble-average of the products of traces of operators, factorizes in the large-N limit. Therefore,
where we have used the simplification in the large-N limit to rewrite the third line, leading to the final expression.
We may evaluate this expression, by observing that
is the nth moment of the Wigner semi-circle distribution, which describes the probability distribution of a single eigenvalue of the matrix H. Clearly λ n = 0 for odd n.
When n is even, we find that
We simplify the expression (A9) to obtain
where I 1 (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. We observe that f (x) = f (−x), so that
Finally, we observe that Tr(e −βH ) = N f (−β). We now use the above expressions to determine the ensemble-averaged out-of-time-ordered commutator (OTOC) between operators V and W , that are initially disjoint. Expanding the definition of the OTOC, we observe that
The ensemble-averaged OTOC may be evaluated, using the properties derived previously. To leading order in the large-N expansion, the first two terms in (A10) are equivalent after averaging:
and that
Here, we have used the fact that V (0) and W (0) are disjoint to simplify the expression. Using these relations, as well as the expression (A9), we conclude that when V (0) and W (0) are disjoint, the OTOC is given by the expression
Re 1 − βI 1 (2β + 2it) (β + it) I 1 (2β)
as presented in the main text. When V and W are not traceless, only the overall prefactor in the above expression is different. This can be easily seen by rewriting V (t) and W as
where O V and O W are traceless, Hermitian operators. We then find that
We now observe that
and similarly for O 2 W β . Using (A9), along with the above expression, we may write the ensemble-averaged OTOC after defining the function
This leads to the expression
A similar calculation leads to the expression for D β (t) presented in the main text.
Asymptotic Behavior of C β (t) and D β (t) for Initially Disjoint Operators
Consider the expression for C β (t), for traceless, Hermitian operators V and W , that are initially disjoint. Without loss of generality, we take these to be simple Pauli operators that satisfy V 2 = W 2 = 1. In this case we observe that at early times
At high temperatures (β → 0), we observe that
Finally, at low temperatures (β → ∞), We now outline the calculation of the OTOC, when the operators V (0) and W (0) have overlapping support. We assume, for simplicity, that V and W are traceless Tr(V ) = Tr(W ) = 0. In this case, there are three different contributions to an ensemble-averaged quantity of the form
which are given below
The second and third terms in the above expression vanish if Tr(V W ) = 0. We now observe that the second term may be simplified as follows, in the large-N limit 
. Using these expressions, we rewrite c n,p as
Similarly, the third contribution to (B1) evaluates to N −1 Tr(V W ) 2 λ n λ p c m,q . Using the above relations, and after defining the function F (z, w), by the expression F (z, w) = dx dy ρ(x)ρ(y) (e −wx − e −wy )(e −zx − e −zy ) (x − y) 2 (B5)
we evaluate the ensemble-averaged out-of-time-ordered correlator to obtain
We may now obtain the final expression for the ensembleaveraged out-of-time-ordered commutator C β (t). We observe that to leading order in the large-N limit, ensemble-averaged quantities V (t)W (0) 2 V (t) β and W (0)V (t) 2 W (0) β are equal and given by
which generalizes the expression in (A11). From this expression, and from (B6), we obtain the expression for C β (t) that appears in the main text.
From (B7) and (B6), we may construct the ensembleaveraged quantities C β (t) and D β (t). For simplicity of presentation, however, we choose to restrict ourselves to the case where V (0) = W (0) = X r where X r is a Pauli operator, so that X 2 r = 1. Then, the ensemble averaged quantities take the form
At infinite temperature, the out-of-time-ordered commutator takes the form Using the early-time, high-temperature behavior of
, and that I 1 (2 )/ = 1 + ( 2 /2) + O( 4 ) as → 0, we find that the early-time behavior of the out-of-time-ordered quantities as β → 0 is
From the asymptotic form of F (β +it, it) at long times, and using the fact that I 1 (2it)/it ∼ cos π 4 + 2t /t 3/2 as t → ∞, and β → 0, we find that
At low temperatures, we derive the asymptotic behavior of the out-of-time-ordered correlation functions by observing that as β → ∞,
Using these facts, and with the asymptotic behavior of F (β + it, it) low temperatures, we determine that the OTOC grows quadratically ∼ J 2 t 2 in time at early times, while D β (t) ∼ iJt.
Appendix C: Non-Gaussian Random Matrix Ensembles
We may also consider the non-Gaussian random matrix ensemble, with probability density
Correlation functions with respect to this distribution may be evaluated, by employing a diagrammatic expansion in powers of g, using the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1 In the large-N limit, the probability distribution for a single eigenvalue of H is known to be [54] ρ(λ) = a 2 1 + 8g a 2 + 4gλ
where the constant a is determined from the coupling constant g by the expression [54] :
We now observe that λ 2n = 2 a where
and I n (z) is the nth modified Bessel function of the first kind. From these expressions, and using the fact that Q(z, g) = Q(−z, g), we derive the ensemble-averaged outof-time-ordered commutator for two operators V and W that are traceless, and disjoint at time t = 0:
And therefore,
Here, each function h 1 , h 2 and h 3 is a weighted sum of traces of various products of the four operators e ±iHt and e −(β+it)H that appear in (D2); for illustrative purposes, we write out the terms that appear in the expansion of Notably, while the coefficients {c i } are all non-zero, they are not all O(1), and a careful treatment of the Haar average is required to extract their N -dependence. For our purposes, a detailed analysis of the N -dependence of the coefficients will be unnecessary for extracting the result quoted in the main text.
We assume for simplicity of presentation and without loss of generality, that the density of states of the Hamiltonian, ρ( ), is an even function on the interval [−2J, 2J]. The function vanishes at the edge of this energy window and outside of this interval. From this, and from the form of the functions h i (β + it, H) given in Eq. (D3) we recognize that the time-dependent piece of the OTOC F β (t) = V (t)W (0)V (t)W (0) β (D4) may be factorized into the form
where the function f (β, t) may be written explicitly using Eq. (D2) and (D3). Notably, since the density of states is an even function over the interval [−2J, 2J], we observe that 1 N Tr(e zH ) = − 2 z 2J 0 dω sinh(zω) ρ (ω)
in the last line, we have used the fact that the dominant contribution to the integral will be from the part of the density of states where the derivative of the density of states ρ ( ) is most singular. From this, we conclude that the function f (β, t) vanishes at long times, at any temperature, and that the OTOC approaches its asymptotic value at least as fast as N −1 Tr(e −iHt ), i.e.
From this, we further conclude that the scrambling time is set by the energy scale, at which the derivative of the density of states is most singular t s ∼ −1 0 .
